une &

July 1994

—

What do you want
for Christmas?
And

You Want Someone Who is
Responsive to Your Needs
At Sibgo Tree
offer a

tree

But, since

we aho

be offering
a fraser-

a\'ailable.

Other

have a

will

red pine, and white spruce are also

wide variety of high

companies can say that

we

balsam cross. White, scotch, and

Company we

quality Christmas Trees.

this year

something new: fralsam,

too.

You Want On-time Delivery.

retai

We

Christmas Tree business, we

guarantee on time delivery

on the day foa have scheduled

know what retailers want
What sets us apart is our

to

receive your order, not the day

before or the day

after.

understanding of your
needs.
)W/

We know

want from

You Want the Number of Trees

what

That's Right for You.

a supplier.

\()W

You Want to Keep

It

Simple.

You are looking

for trees, that

are ready to go.

Our

arrive individually

Have

trees

you have to do

remove the

is

wrappers and set the trees out.

No

broken branches. And since

our trees are basal pruned, you

and your customers
to hassle

will not

have

with any additional

trimming to

fit

the tree to the

stand.

offer heavily

that have

needled trees

been pruned

to achieve

sturdy branches and carefully

shaped

that

moisture

if

it

a tree loses

will

profile offer

room and

of

never recover.?)

New

means

that the trees can be cut

we do

For example,

we

everything

loss of

love to

And, while you're on

the phone, schedule an appoint-

and inspect our

ment

to visit us

trees.

This summer... or anytime.

Or

if

you don't have time

happy

visit us,

in

your

we'd be

to visit you.

we

moisture.

interlock the

tops of the trees after cutting to

prevent

dr\'ing.

You Want

We

Sibgo Tree

Variety.

grow blue balsam, known
lovely color, fragrance,

good needle retention.

Company

for

and

Fraser,

another favorite at our plantation,

The

also has

cut, the better

Mike Godzyk. He would

busy schedule to

later in the season. In addition,

You Want Freshness.
is

Missed Anything?

talk to you.

not shipped long distances. This

its

later a tree

We

its

Hampshire and Vermont, they are

support for your customers'
valued Christmas ornaments.

40%

Since our trees are grown in

can to minimize

a traditional, yet natural form.

The

able to retain water. (Did you

know

after cutting,

You Want Quality.

We

a

Call 800/694-8722 and ask for

wrapped.
it is

All

can order either 25 trees or

trailer load.

good needle retention.

Wf

ftiiPH'

whai

ijou

waul

jor

Clinslmas\

CALL US AT 800/694-8722
FAX 603/237-8439

COLEBROOK, NH

CALENDAR
JUNE

Maine Landscape

21

&

Nursery

information: Mary
892-0382.

Association Twilight Meeting (North),

AUGUST

The Growing Concern, Orono;

ing,

for

information: Claire Ackroyd at
(207) 866-3448.

JUNE

at (413) 545-2353.

Gardens

Sixth

Annual Pocket

NENA

^

17

431-1595.

NHPGA Summer

Meeting, Ledgewood Farm,
Moulton-boro, NH; co-hosted by
Spider Web Gardens, Center
Tuftonboro; for information: Chris

Robarge

Portsmouth Tour,

of

at (508)

10
Summer MeetTurf, Southington, CT;

r^ AUGUST

South Deerfield Farm; Rich Cooper

JUNE 24-25

Aqua

Owen

for information: (617)

UMflss Turfgrass Field Day,

23

ONTENTS

at (603) 862-1074.

AUGUST

Portsmouth, NH; information:

17 Rhode Island Nurserymen's Association Summer Meeting,

(603) 743-5260.

Blithewood,

Bristol, RI; for

JUNE 25 New Hampshire Rose Society
Annual Show. Barton Hall, UNH,

information: (508) 761-9260.

Durham, NH;

AUGUST

for information:
Prince at (603) 868-9610.

JUNE 26 FTD

Bill

Dis(nV( 1-C Meeting,

Rye, NH; information: Ray Savage
at (603) 352-1155.

JUNE 26 New Hampshire

Landscape

Association-sponsored Tour of Tower Hill

MA; con(1-800-639-5601)

Botanical Garden. Boylston,

tact

Guy Hodgdon

before July

Plant Sale,

Hay

Estate,

AUGUST

24 Vermont Plant Growers'
Meeting, Stowe, VT; information: Tina Nyce at (802) 899-

Summer
3361.

AUGUST 26-SEPTEMBER

3

Professiona/ Plant Growers Association

1.

(PPGA) Technical Tour of Denmark,
for information: 1-800-647-PPGA.

]uly

JULY 9-13

\nternational Floriculture

Industry Short Course, Cincinnati,

JULY 12-15 AAN Convention,
more, MD; (202) 789-2900.

JULY 14-16

MANTS,

^

Balti-

Baltimore,

MD;

(301) 256-6474.

JULY 26-28

of Prussia,

PA; (717) 238-1673.

Connecticut Nurserymen's

Summer Meeting, co-sponsored by Young's Nursery and
Planter's Choice Nursery, Newtown,
CN; for information: (203) 872-2095.

Association

4

Massachusetts

Nurserymen's Association

Summer

hosted by Bigelow

Meeting,

Nurseries, Boylston, MA;
information: (508) 534-1775.

AUGUST

5-7 Professional Plant
Growers Association's Geranium Special

Group Seminar/Tour, Seattle,

WA; information: 1-800-647-PPGA.

AUGUST

at (603) 229-0655.

Springfield,

SEPTEMBER

'£,'

1

West

MA.
17

Florel

Garden

Mum

Greenhouses,
Andover, MA: information: Peter
Konjoian at (508) 683-0692.
"Workshop, Konjoian's

SEPTEMBER 22-27 llth International PPGA Conference and Trade
Show, Buffalo, NY; for more:

1-800-647-PPGA.

August

AUGUST

NHPGA

SEPTEMBER 16-OCTOBER
Eastern Slates' Big

VT; for information: 1-800-653-2700.

14

Twilight Meeting, 5:30-7:30,

Gateway Gardens, 430 Loudon
Road, Concord, NH; for information: Kirl< Weyant and Sue
Englund

PANTS, King

JULY 13-14 New England Ag Expo,
Tunbridge Fairgrounds, Tunbridge
JULY 20

September

r^ SEPTEMBER

Ohio; for more: (614) 487-1117.

Interest

20

Route 103-A, Newbury, NH;
information: Ann Loeffler at (603)
526-4153.

10

Third Annual Athletic

Turf Management Field Day, College
of the Holy Cross, Worcester, MA;

October

OCTOBER

17-19 New England
Greenhouse Conference, Sheraton
Sturbridge Inn, Sturbridge, MA;
for information: Henry Huntington
at (603) 435-8361.

November

NOVEMBER

12 Rhode Island
Nurserymen's Association 75th Birthday
Celebration,

Newport,

Doubletree
RI; for

(508) 761-9260.

Inn,

information:

DEPARTMENTS

LAN NURSERIES,
259 College

8"Jumbo

Street,

Magog

JIX 2K4

will deliver

Annuals

during

all

summer

Dogwood
Hydrangea
Potentilla

Rugosa Rose

COLE

PS.

Spirea

CaU or fax

Growersiia
Your Doubte Intpatiens Source
240 North Village Road, Loudon, NH 03301
(603) 783-9561
Fax (603) 783-9562

Let Rough Brothers'
expertise turn your
greenhouse into a

powerhouse —^for
Call the experts at

Rough

profits.

Brothers for information

and

technical assistance on these quality products.

Manufacturers
•

•

of:

WhiteHouse
The International
Harvest House
The "2100" gutter-connected house

•
•
• Free-standing poly arch
• Techlite glazing
• Ro-Flo benches
• Ebb & Flo benches

houses

Distributors of
•

Alcoa Aluminum Fin Heating
and ventilating equipment
Maintenance supplies, glass, parts

• Heating
•

P.O.

Rough Brothers
Box 16010, Cincinnati, Ohio 45216

ROUGH
BROTHERS
I

I

1-800/543-7351

h.

us at (819) 843-5071

No taxes - No duties
No freight charges

FORUM
Greenhouse Energy

WORKER PROTECTION STANDARD UPDATE

Audits
VJarren

May

W. Leary

The New Hampshire Governor's Office of Energy and Community Services, with the help of UNH Cooperative Extension, has begun to develop an Agricultural Energy Program

to help various agricultural in-

As everyone
knows, energy is a costly segment
for any business
but this doesn't
always need to be the case.
terests in the state.

—

Through proper maintenance of
equipment, use of new technologies, and good old Yankee ingenuity,

we can help hold energy costs
This not only means more

down.

and growers, but
healthier environment for every-

profit for farmers
a

one.

One

of the

intentions of this

program will be to help greenhouse growers manage energy usage more efficiently through greenhouse energy audits. On-site audits will examine energy type and
usage, equipment, building design
and integrity, and such variables as
temperature and humidity. This
data will then be analyzed by a
computer program that suggests
and evaluates energy-saving measures that are cost-effective for the
grower.
This same program was
successful in Georgia, where growers showed savings of as much as

25%

after having

implemented the

recommended conservation measures.

The program here is still in its
development stages, but we hope
to be performing the first audits by
the end of luly. Right now we are
interested in receiving input from
growers concerning aspects of the
growing process that should be
looked into or added to our program. We would also like to hear
from any greenhouse suppliers. Input from all aspects of the industry
would be of great help to us as we
develop a program that would

genuinely assist New Hampshire
growers in becoming more energyefficient and profitable.
lUNE/lULY 1994

3,

Murray

^Implementation

L.

1994
McKay

of the general provisions of the

worker protec-

scheduled for April 15, 1994, has been
put off until lanuary I, 1995. Not all aspects of the standard, however, have been delayed, and pesticide applicators will still have responsibilities under the Standard during 1994. The breakdown is as
tion standard, originally

follows:

"During 1994, applicators must comply with any worker-protection
requirements that are spelled out on the pesticide label. These Include label requirements for personal protective equipment, restricted entry Interval restrictions, and certain posting and other notifications for notifying workers of pesticide use. Certain restrictions
for ^early entry' workers, agricultural emergencies, and protective
equipment options for irrigation work are also In effect this year.
"Most of the provisions, however, that are referenced' on the label through the worker protection reference statement, will not be
enforced until January 1, 1995. These Include requirements for pesticide safety training, decontamination, notification of workers about
pesticide applications (where notification Is not specified), display of
safety poster and specific application Information, and emergency
assistance.

and handlers, you will
"If you have already trained your workers
not have to retrain them in 1995 so long as you have documented
and It was conducted by a qualified pesticide safety
trainer. Agricultural employees, therefore, are encouraged to continue to conduct training and to comply with all aspects of the Stan-

the training

dard during 1994, so that you

will

be that much further ahead next

lanuary.

New Hampshire
and commercial apunder agricultural or forestry categories
must now pass a worker protection test as part of the core examination requirements. Certified applicators who have not yet taken a
worker protection exam will have to do so prior to renewing their licenses In 1995. All such applicators are urged to contact the Division of Cooperative Extension to schedule an exam.
"If you have any questions as to your responsibilities under the
Standard during 1994 please contact the
"The delay

in

implementation has not affected the

certification requirements: all private applicators

plicators

who are

certified

^

Division of Pesticide Control at (603) 271-3550.-

Please free to contact me, WarLeary, at (603) 271-2611 or
write to: Governor's Office of Energy and Community Services, 57
Regional Drive, Concord, NH 03301.
ren

chance to get together and see
what Bob Averell, Northern's manager, calls a "meat-and-potatoes
nursery operation."

Northern

Twilight Meeting
of April 28,

one

of six

wholesale

Bob has
Baker Companies.
been here since it began in March,
1988, and as he gave a tour of the
seven-acre facility and told about

ert

On the evening

is

distribution centers operating under that name as a division of Rob-

mem-

bers and friends came to Northern
for
a
Nurseries in
Barrington

i

Northern

Grown

Perennial Display
Most of our 450
in

our gardens.

Trees Evergreens Shrubs
Mon-Sac

7:00 -5:30

Sun: 9:00

-

varieties are displayed

Come

wander.

5:00

O'DONAL'S

Loated

at

junction of routes 22

& 114

Gorham, Maine 04038
Phone (207) 839-4262 or 839-6364
Fax 207-839-2290

We specialize

in

growing

^cimen plant

materials.

QUAiinr

New

England's Leading
•

Packet Seeds

•

Lawn Seed

•

Fertilizer

•

Line

Seed House

(800)

PRODUCTS COMPANY
&

Grounds Maintenance Chemicals

1

FAST,

Full

326-HART

Garden Limestone
Lawn
Decorative Landscape Stone
White Plays and
Bagged Bark Mulch

COURTEOUS SERVICE

The Chas.

Seed Co.
BOX 9169
WETHERSFIELD. CT 061 29-01 69
C. Hart

P.O.

1

(800)

326-HART

Robert F. Myers
28 Horseshoe Drive, Scarborough,

ME

(«00) 541-9127

04074

FORUM

how its design evolved, he tallied
about such things as hardgoods of-

BOARD HIGHLIGHTS

fered (the "Mulch Monster"), the irrigation system (two pumps, a 100-

gallon per minute well, a milliongallon pond, a 24,000 gallon aboveground storage tank), and buying

trends ("People want larger material").

Afterwards the conversation continued over refreshments (meatball
subs) in the office.
The NHPGA thanks Bob Averell
and staff for their time and hospitality and wish them a successful
1994 season.

^

Welcome

Members
forever Green

178A Buffalo Road
Rumney. NH 03266

Chris, Henry, Roger, and
meeting opened at 7:10.

Bob,

Chris reminded Board

NH 03811

Ken Francoeur
8 Maple Avenue
tiewton. NH 03858

members

1994

Tammy met

at Pleasant View; the

ERNA Show

at the Concord distributes all money beyond expenses to state organizations In
proportion to the attendance from each state. The NHPGA received
$465, which Isn't a lot, but Is worth our continued support.
Forty members had not renewed and the list of their names was
divided up among the Board. These people will be called and
asked personally to renew. If they choose not to, hopefully the
Board will receive suggestions on how to Improve the organization
and Its relevance to members.
A proposal by Andl Axman (Wordworker and marketing specialist)
to organize a membership campaign (the Idea being that Increased
membership would Increase The Plantsman circulation, which In turn
would Increase interest In advertising) was looked over by the Board.
However, several new businesses have chosen to place ads recently
and no action was taken on Andl's proposal.
It was decided to sponsor a trophy to be given for the best cut
flower arrangement at the New Hampshire Orchid Society Show.
Most aspects of the Summer Meeting seem to be in place. The
Board discussed several possibilities for door prize and felt that a
weekend away from work something the person wouldn't arrange on
their own
would be most appropriate.
A questionnaire will be given to members at the Summer Meeting.
It will be brief and concerned basically with what sort of plant material members would like to see promoted at next year's Farm & Forest.
Not many filers were taken at this year's booth there, but the
Board feels the concept Is solid, and that If next year's booth Is
manned and fliers actively given out. It would successfully promote
the NHPGA and the products of Its members. Roger will be writing
the questionnaire and next year's fliers.
The Board began discussing locations for I995's Summer Meeting.

that the

—

—

Barbara ]udkins
PO Box 267
Atkinson.

April 5,

Wholesale
Gold Star Wholesale Nursery
have been offering the

finest

is

a family

owned

business. Since 195:

wholesale planting matenals to landscape contractors

throughout the N.E. area along with the one element that tmly sets
us

apan from

the competition... service.

Gold Star welcomes your comments and suggestions.

Make

us your one-stop for the best in wholesale landscape supplie:

wwmftaam IBi
lUNE/JULY 1994

xit 18, 1-93, 1/2

mile

Tel:

800-287-4716

NEW

H A

M

HIRE NEWS

P

Welcome,
New Board Member
In

to

March,
serve

Tammy Hathaway
on the NHPGA

agreed
Board.

now have a full board.)
Tammy's involved in several as(We

—

pects of the business having
worked at Michaud's in Exeter for
eight years, she is now at Rolling
Green in Greenland. She will continue doing there what she has always done growing, gardening,

—

1994

New Hampshire

Fairs

JULY 28-31 North Haverhill fair,
Fred

C.

Lee Memorial Field,

N. Haverhill; for information:
David Keith at 787-6696.

JULY 29-31 Stratham fair,
Route 101, Stratham;
information: David Noyes
at 431

2-7

Cheshire Fair,

16-21

Lancaster Fair,
Lancaster; Bonnie

Route U.S. 3,
Knapp at 636-2845.

AUGUST
Town

After a successful

— this

first

year,

year, they're
it's

a

wider

assortment, larger bed, and an 8x10
shed at the end of the driveway.
She's also an enthusiastic member

Route 12, N. Swanzey; lohn
Thurber at 357-4740.

AUGUST

She and her husband have also
begun a cut-your-own flowers business (with an unusual assortment
to pick from) at their own home.

expanding

-GAME.

AUGUST

sales....

19-21

Cornish Fair,
Hall Road, Cornish; Bob

Cut-Flower Assoto share with

of the Specialty

ciation

and hopes

NHPGA members some

of the in-

Wheelabrator Clean Water Company) began marketing it on April
15.
A lot of research and testing
(some of it ongoing) has gone into
the development of this compost;
seen as an excellent

it's

soil

condi-

tioner and top soil substitute, useful in a wide range of applications.

Advantages listed
brochure include

promotional
increased soil
aeration, nutrient and water retention, and cation exchange capacity.
AllGro is delivered directly in
in a

50-to-60-yard truckloads to nursergarden centers, and landscap(it's not yet available in smaller
quantities). There's a two-tier price
structure
one for users, a slightly
lower one for distributors ("In this
way, we protect our distributors,"
leff LeBlanc, Director of Marketing,
says.) Accommodating and aggressively searching for new markets,
ies,

ers

—

1-800-662-2440.

leff is at

Allgro

is

in

Rochester

Management

Waste

at

the

Landfill

off

formation she receives from them.

Route 125 on Rochester Neck Road.

Tammy's at 61 Squamscott Road,
Stratham, NH 03885; she can be
reached at 603-778-3912.

Awarded

New Product

The success

NHPGA

Scholarships

Bladen at 542-4622.

AUGUST

20-21 Belknap County
4-H Fair, Mile Hill Road, Belmont; Tom Corbin at 524-5125.

AUGUST

24-28

Fair (Take Exit

Plymouth State
26 off 1-93);

Fran Wendelboe at 536-2305.

SEPTEMBER

Hopfcinton

1-5

State Fair, Contoocook Fair

Grounds, Contoocook; Alan
Hardy at 746-4191.

SEPTEMBER

9-1

1

Hillsboro

County Agricultural Fair, Rte 13,
New Boston; John Robertson at

year's

Back

in )uly,

1993, the Rochester,

New Hampshire, Organic Waste
Composting Facility opened and
began accepting leaves, brush,
wood chips, and stumps. Sludge
and wood ash were accepted beginning

in

the late

their organic wastes to the facility;

nurserymen,

landscapers,

588-6500 or Marge Rowe at

homeowners

673-2510.

as well.

SEPTEMBER

the party bringing

Fair,

a ton.

15-25 Rochester
72 Lafayette St., RochesTaylor at 332-6585.

ter; Jeffrey

SEPTEMBER 29-OCTOBER

2
Route 43,
Deerfield; Robert Stevens at

Deerfield Fair,

463-7421.

OCTOBER 8-10 Sandwich
Center Sandwich; Earle
Peaslee at 284-7062.

All telephone area codes are 603.

and

bring small quantities

Each load

The material

it

is

weighed and

charged $10.00

put into one of
the 15 bays of the 44,000-square
foot facility. For 21 days, it's turned
daily and air hot enough to kill

weed
Fair,

fall.

Towns throughout the area bring

seeds

is

and

pathogens is
Then it's cured

driven through it.
outdoors for a month.
The product from all this is a
compost called AllGro. And international Process Systems, Inc.

(a

of the auction at last

Summer Meeting

NHPGA

to give

allowed the

two $750 scholar-

ships this spring.

As is traditional, one went to a
student in the Department of Plant
Biology, one to a student in the

Thompson

School.

Scott Ridlon, Thompson School
student, currently owns a small
lawn care business in Milton Mills,
New Hampshire. He's married, with

two young sons, and owns his own
home. He went back to school because he felt "an education in the
horticultural technology field would
help me and my business become

more marketable."

After graduation,

a small
production,
helping to reclaim an old farm and
making it profitable and productive

plans

include

greenhouse

again,

"starting

for plant

and making my own busi-

ness financially stable and large
enough to hire employees."
Tracy Weber, student in the
The Plantsman

—

NEW HAMPSHIRE NEWS

Plant Biology Department, decided
to

major

"creating

brought

in horticulture because
and maintaining gardens
an immense amount of

me

After
graduation,
she'd like to study in Great Britain
and, eventually, work in a public
satisfaction."

garden.

now though, she's

Right

"open to any job opportunity

in

horticulture."
Congratulations

to

both recipients.

NHPGA Trophy
Presented
AOS awards were given at the
New Hampshire Orchid Society's
Nine

(NHOS)

lively

and successful show

Bedford Mall on April 30 through
May first. Four of these went to
at

Norton and Chuck AnderMountain Orchids (specializing in miniatures) of Ludlow, Vermont, and included the AOS trophy
for the Most Outstanding Exhibit.
Darrin

sen's

Cheryl Keim of Hampstead received a CCM (Certificate of Culfor a Laelio Cattleya
(37 blossoms) she grew on a window sill.
(That was the small
one she couldn't get the big one
out of the house.)
The NHA'T
Teleflora Unit received the Best
Cut Flower Arrangement Trophy,
presented by the New Hampshire
Plant Growers' Association.
The
trophy was a Pepi Hermann (a New
Hampshire artisan specializing in
hand-blown glass) vase with the
NHOS symbol etched into it.
Attendance was good (according
to Joanna Eckstrom, the show's coordinator, over 3000 people attural Merit)

—

tended and vendor sales were high
as well). A show next year is already being talked about, so reserve the last
for a visit to

weekend next

April

1995s bigger-and-bet-

ter-than-ever.

used. If you can't attend, tell your
customers about them. (Inspired
customers produce sales.)

POCKET GARDEN TOOR
The Sixth Annual Unitarian-Universalist Portsmouth Pocket Garden
Tour takes place June 24-25 in
Portsmouth, New Hampshire. A
dozen or so gardens will be included. A wide of range of styles

—

cottage, "ingenious"
are
used. All should be interesting to

formal,
see.

A new feature will be the Friday
pm) viewing. Music and
refreshments will enhance the twilight.
On Saturday, the hours are
from 9 to 3. Admission is $10 either day; tickets will be on sale at
the Unitarian-Universalist Church,
292 State Street (a garden shop
will be in the churchyard on Saturday). For information, call (603)
night (5-8

743-5260.

Summer Events
Go

—

your
own pleasure or, more pragmatically, to see what material is being
plant-related.

lUNE/IULY 1994

yourself

for

The Historic Landscape Committee
of the John Hay National Wildlife
Refuge will hold its annual plant
sale on Saturday, August 20, from 9

am

until

toric

Landscape Committee and

director. Bill Noble, are

its

developing

long-range plans for the restoration
of the Hay Estate gardens to their
appearance during their peak development in the i930s and the
creation of a horticultural center for

northern New England. Proceeds
from the sale will benefit these efforts.

From Concord, take

(Directions:
1-89 N to
Newbury;

Exit 9 (Route 103)

toward

Newbury, take 103-A
north 2.2 miles the estate will be
on your left. From Hanover, take
in

—

HAY ESTATE PLANT SALE

There are summer events that, although not industry-related, are

Route 103-A in Newbury, New
Hampshire. Events include a rare
plant auction at 11:30 and garden
tours. Choice alpines, shrubs, and
perennials will be offered for sale
from specialty nurseries, in addition to material from the Hay Estate and other local gardens. Parking and admission are free.
Working under the guidance of
the Garden Conservancy, the His-

1

pm

at the

Hay Estate on

1-89

S to Exit

Route

1

1

12

(Route

intersects

1

1

W);

immediately

with 103-A; go south on Route 103A for 5.5 miles the estate will be

—

on your

right.)

NEWS

ELSEWHERE

A new manual— 1994 New England

displaying "excellent, non-fading
color, with lasting blooms and
post-harvest keeping." For more,

Management Recommendations

FloraStar at (708) 963-7001

Manual Available

sects.

for

In-

Diseases and "Weeds of Shade Trees

—

and "Woody Ornamentals offers latest
information on virtually all insects,
diseases, and weeds of woody
plants in New England. It includes

•TOOLITTLE'

the current and legal listings of

manager )im Atchison in 1988 is
taking the bonsai market by storm.
But the tiny ficus, named 'Toolittle'

chemical compounds labeled

for

the management of these pests, as
well as integrated pest manage-

ment considerations

for

most

of

Information about fertiliza-

them.
tion of

woody

plants, a listing of

low-maintenance trees and shrubs,
and growing degree day information for most of the insect pests in
included.

This manual was created by Extension professionals and by foresters from all six New England
states, the US Forest Service, and
the UMASS Urban Forestry Diagnostic Lab.

To order, send

a

check

from Greenhouse Manager, April 1994

A mutant sport of Ficus henjamina
discovered by Parrish Tropicals

for $20.

IN POITIERS CATHEDRAL.
Reprinted from Mazes and Labyrinths by

LABYRINTH

W.H. Matthews
ist

for

any one of these topics,

there was no one source for simple
and practical information until this
publication was introduced."
For information or to request an

order form, write the PNA. 1924
North Second Street, Harrisburg,
PA 17102, or call (717) 238-1673.

from

AAN

tage

A,

Amherst,
tion,

Thatcher

MA

Way,

UMASS,

01003. For informa-

contact Kathleen Carroll

at

(413) 545-0995.

On March

currently available only in

2-,

and 6-inch pots. "It is so petite
and 'tight' in general that it looks
like a small tree," Atchison said.
"It makes a great starter bonsai. A

Secretary of Agricul-

Mike Espy declared an emergency due to an infestation of
Asian Gypsy Moth in eastern North
ture

Carolina.

years.

4-,

Update, April 4

9,

ing 'Toolittle' for just about one
year and has applied for a plant
patent on it. The cultivar is such a
dwarf that the original plant has
grown to just four feet in five

It's

Asian Gypsy Moth
Emergency Declared

(payable to the University of Massachusetts) to Bulletin Center, Cot-

its minuscule internodes and
dainty curved leaves, also shows
promise for topiaries, small "standard" trees and miniature bushes.
Parrish Tropicals has been sell-

for

As a result, $8.7 million

federal funding has been made
available to conduct an eradication
program on roughly 130,000 acres
near Wilmington. A similar eradicaaption program was conducted

true bonsai

it is

not."

For more: Parrish Tropicals, Inc.,
16320 Carter Road, Delray Beach,
FL 33446; (407) 498-4558; fax (407)
498-0134.

in

Composting & Recycling
Resource Book Available
The Pennsylvania Nurserymen's Association (PNA) has announced the
availability of a new publication on
composting and other resource
conservation practices. The publication, Recycling and Resource Conservation, a

Reference Guide for Nursery

and Landscape Industries, is available
through the PNA office.
"The publication is a practical
reference manual of technical infor-

mation and proven practices which
addresses composting landscape
debris, recycling plastics, reducing
and recycling water in greenhouses
as well as container and nursery industries, and more efficient use of
fertilizers and other chemicals in
nursery crop production and landscaping. While many resources ex-

parently successfully

Northwest

in

—

—

in

the Pacific

1992.

Introducing...
•CHRISTINE(from Nursery Retailer,

March/April, 1994)

The FloraStar Board of Directors
has announced 'Christine' as the
winning garden mum from Yoder
Brothers' Prophets series. (FloraStar is a subsidiary of the PPGA; its

program selects new varietpotted plants for promotion
in industry-wide marketing efforts.)
Christine' has bronze vibrant color
with a good keeping quality and
was described by the judges as

trialing

ies of

AND COT VIBURNUM
from Nursery
1994

Retailer,

March/April

Viburnum production in Holland
has grown more than 10% annually
in the last few years to meet consumer demand. Popularly known
in North America as a 'snowball,'
Viburnum was "rediscovered" a few

years ago for the exclusivity of its
stalks and the current trends toward round shapes and "back to
nature" themes.
Wiburnum opulus

Roseum' is the
only variety grown, but it is found
There are
in widely varying forms.
short stocks with one or two flower
heads, particulariy suited for small
hand-tied bouquets; others with

long stalks and four clusters are
suitable for decorative binding and
arranging.

PPGA HIGHLIGHTS
Consumers

Professional Plant Growers Association is developing special interest
groups (SIGs) to meet the needs of the various segments of the

are attracted to the

beautiful change in color; the buds,
which are still green during the
trading phase, slowly change during
flowering until they attain their fi-

PPGA membership. The Geranium SIG has been In operation for more
than a year — now a Retail SIG has been established. It's designed to
help small garden centers build their businesses, growers diversify into
retailing,

nal white.

developing ways to help its members succeed.
Seminars present the principles of merchandising and display in a prachands-on manner. Tours of successful retail businesses show retailing principles in action and give participants ideas to take back to
their home stores. Four newsletters go to members each year two offering retailing ideas and information for store managers and two that
can be used as consumer newsletters to be sent to customers.
Barbara Falls of Michigan State University has been appointed coordinator and organizer of Retail SIG activities, seminars, newsletters, and
services. Fails is an Associate Professor at IV1SU with a Ph.D in floriculture from Virginia Tech. She's taught retail floriculture for 13 years and
has created and manages an on-campus retail flower and plant store
where she trains students In retail floriculture. For commercial floral retailers, Fail developed a retailing short-course she teaches each summer and a retail greenhouse evaluation program to help improve mer-

—

the consumer should also be supplied with a sachet of shrubbery
nutrient. This will improve water
intake and development of flower
(Its important to recogclusters.
nize that shrubbery nutrient is only
suitable for bouquets in which only
shrubbery is used. When used in
combination with other types of cut
flowers, use a general cut flower

—

—

chandising.

SIG membership dues are $16? a year. This includes the newsletand reduced rates on all Retail SIG events. Seminar/tour combinaPPGA's 1994 conference in Buffalo, NY, in
September and again in |une, 1995.
For Information, contact PPGA, PO Box 27517, Lansing, MI 489090517; the phone number there Is 1 -800-64 7-PPGA.
Retail

ters

tions are scheduled during

nutrient.)

Viburnum
May. ^

retailers train their staffs.
is

tical,

traded in water. Retailers are advised to use shrubbery nutrient to
\combat the growth of bacteria, and

auctions

and larger

The Retail SIG

The Viburnum has a vase life of
about 14 days. Stalks should be
wrapped in bunches of ten and

is

available at Dutch

from

February through

—

^

Cabpentedc^

Newton Greenhouse
32

Amesbury Road, Newton,

NH

03858

603-382-5289

"The Qeranium

Specialists"

Wholesale Growers
Geraniums (year round)
Geraniums
2 1/2" Ivy Geraniums & Fuchsia
Martha Washington Geraniums
Spring Hanging Baskets, Lilies/Bulbs
Azaleas, Cyclamen, Poinsettias, Foliage
2 1/2"

Quality Plants

green andflowering
from

3" to 10"

pots
dish gardens
year round cut snaps,
cut tulips and iris in season,

Holiday, bedding plants,

gloxinias

&

and African

JOHN B. CARPENTER, President
ROBERT J. CARPENTER, Generai Manager

violets

Licensed propagator
of Mikkelsen & Ecke New Guinea Impatiens
lUNE/IULY 1994

4" Pre-finished

603/659-3391

SOUTH MAIN STREET
NEWMARKET, NH 03857

220

HARRY STOLLER &
109-113 Essex

St., Haverhill,

CO.,

Inc.

Mass. 01830, (508) 373-6838, (800) 322-0332

We cater to the small and medium size nursery in any quantity desired:
1.

New heavy grade domestic
untreated

burlap sqs.

5.

& no-rot-treated

2.

Open

3.

New windbreak burlap

4.

Balling

burlap bags

Cat Laughion,

Florist

Truck covers

9.

Laughlon's
Center Inc.

C^iarilen

Flat-folded burlap basket liners

7.
8.

bags

Wire baskets

6.

Sisal twine

Woven

ammi.aio
NURSERY STOCK • ANNUALS
PERENNIALS
Ml irior-o\/ o-r^/^i^

FERTILIZERS

•

&

poly twine

polypropylene sqs.
CHARLES LAUGHTON PRESIDENT
dave polygreen nursery sales
•

-

INSECTICIDES
LAUGHTONS

Distributors of Sentinel

Foam Overwinter Blankets

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL NURSERY
Tel. 1-800-633-0159
155-165 Princeton Blvd.
No. Chelmsford, MA 01863

CALL

SUMMER MEETING

SUPPORT THESE FINE PEOPLE;
THEY SUPPORT THE NHPGA.

continued from back cover
But this

is

Exhibitors include.

When a certain total is reached,

only part

corded.

of the story. Quality

plant material and
innovative retailing
is another For these,
will go by
bus to Bill Stockman's Spider Web
Gardens a few miles
away Begun in the
30s by Bills grandfather, Spider Web
has become one of
the Lakes Regions better known establishments a place well worth a

visitors

—

visit.

Bill will lead tours. Or the visitor
can stay and look around himself

and take a later bus back. There will
be jumbo annuals and perennials
and combination pots, as well as a
half acre of cut-your-own flowers
cosmos, zinnias, asters).
One of the main themes will be
how to expand sales when selling
out of a small (1,000 square foot)
shop. One way is to use a tent; another is to create sales islands in
the parking lot. Other innovative
techniques include the creation of
the "Spider Web Garden Club."
Members get a card on which
the amounts they've spent are re(glads,

AllGro
Bailey Nurseries

Britton

of merchandise free.
This encourages return

Cavicchio Greenhouses
Charter Oak Landscape
& Nursery

and keeps the
mailing list updated
as well.
Along with visiting
these two places, there
will be an opportunity
to talk with vendors
at the tailgate trade
show (the list is growing....) In the afternoon, the main event is the auction to support our scholarship fund.
Peter Callioras from The Auction Professionals will again contribute his services as auctioneer (and entertainer).
Perillos of Manchester is catering
lunch (one of his fine all-you-can-eat
barbecues chicken, hot dogs, hamburgers, sausages, a choice of salads,
visits

corn-on-the-cob....)
...and for those

who want

Farmer
Knoxland Equipment

Jolly

LAN Nurseries
Mlllane Nurseries
New England Nursery Sales
Northeast Nursery
Northern Nurseries
Orchard Equipment & Supply
Plerson Nurseries
Plants International
Pot Specialists

Quansett Nurseries
The Robert W. Baker

very

a

day, Castle-in-the-Clouds

is

Syracuse Pottery

Tuckahoe Turf Farms
W.H. Minkowski
Western Maine Nurseries
Yankee Gardener Greenhouses

Preregistration is $25 ($30 at the
door); there is a door prize, as yet
17th.

Company

Spence Farm
Sharon Sales

just

up the road from Ed's (his barn was
built to house the workers who built
it) and open until 5:30.

unannounced.
See you on the

Greenhouses

Conard-Pyle Company
Conrad Fafard
D.A. Posocco
D.S. Cole Growers
IV Seasons Marketing
Gloekner Company
Gold Star Wholesale Nurseries
Griffin Greenhouse Supplies

—

full

Supply

B.E.

Blue Star Peat Moss

the person can get $5.

&

^

Nursery

Bvduceheamierlaum,
gafdem,treesand^nibs

uMMGnf^'ampost
and water retention

Increase nutrient

m

Provide natural fertilization for long
term growth.

600 Mamaroneck Ave.
Harrison, NY 10528

Increase organic matter to redur"

compaction and

erosioti

CI

m

Provide slow release of
'~
nitrogen and trace minerals

m

Prevent turfdiseases from
forming.

Richard C. Zoerb
i

Improve soil aeration and consistant root development.

u Be assured that

it is

a weed free product.

72 Hawkstead Hollow
Nashua, NH 03063
603 886-8665

STEENBURG & CALLIORAS

THE AUCTION

m Save money over using topsoiis. peattnoss and manures.

PROFESSIONALS, INC.

™

AUCTIONEERS:
Archie Steenburgh

603/989-5690
Route
.

jUNE/JULY ]994

Haverhill,

NH

03765

Peter Callioras, C.A.I.

The Compost Company

AUGro Inc., Liberty Lane, Hampton,
800.662.2440

10,

NH 03842

Calef

603/868-1070
Highway (Lee), Dover, NH 03820

Floriculture's

Fountain

0/ Youth

Dr. Peter S. Konjoian

centuries, man has been searching for the
elusive 'Fountain of Youth'. We have experi-

complete combustion. And, once it is released in a
tightly sealed New England greenhouse and circu-

kinds of compounds, practices,
and beliefs that would successfully extend life by
maintaining one's juvenility. Have we succeeded?
Have we made progress? Each of us may answer
these questions differently; however, one thing can
be stated with certainty. Although we are living
longer, it does not appear that we are living longer
younger.
would like to discuss the topic of juvenility as it pertains to plants in this article. There are
times when understanding plant growth helps us to
explain aspects of animal physiology. Plants seem to

lated with either a fan jet or horizontal air flow system, it does not take long for a crop to be exposed.

For

mented

with

all

I

be simpler and easier to understand.
For ten years now,
have been researching the effects of ethylene on floricultural crops. During my
days in graduate school at Ohio State University in
the late seventies,
learned a lot about how bad
this hormone can be to floricultural crops once
they've been harvested. A whole discipline evolved
called post-harvest physiology, with its practical
counterpart for growers being post-harvest care and
handling. 'We devoted so much time and energy to
I

The

solution to this

the ethylene up

a

in

problem was to somehow lock
solution and apply it to the

plant in a liquid form. Almost 30 years ago, this was
accomplished by chemists. The liquid compound was
named ethephone and it was given the trade name
"Florel". Since then, if one considers agriculture on a
global scale, ethephon is considered to be the most
widely-used chemical growth regulator. In the United
States, about 90% of the ethephon used is for cotton,
to open the bolls uniformly. If you have any farming

—

your background vegetable, to be exact, you may
have used a product named "EthreT'.to accelerate
ripening of tomatoes. This
tion of

just a different formula-

is

ethephon.

1

new discipline of horticulture that, in my opinwe created a monster. Don't get me wrong I'm
not saying that our understanding of post-harvest
physiology is incorrect. But
am saying that we've
become so preoccupied with thinking of ethylene as
the bad boy on the block that we've almost missed

this

—

ion,

i

how very

beneficial it can be during the production
(or pre-harvest) stage of crop development.

As became fascinated with this hormone's story,
research gained momentum. With each experiment,
am finding that this simplest of plant hormones, the only one that occurs naturally as a gas,
was not put into plants to contribute only to aging
and senescence and death. Later in a plant's life, all
these things are true. But early in a crop cycle, while
the plant is growing and building itself, ethylene has
quite the opposite effects. It prevents flowering and
stimulates branching, resulting in more juvenile and
I

my

I

active plant growth.

Because ethylene occurs naturally as an odorless,
gas, it is difficult to apply accurately

tasteless

enough even

in

controlled settings to yield consis-

To date, ethylene gas is used routinely
in supermarket warehouses, in sealed rooms, to trigger the ripening process in bananas and tomatoes.
However, in a commercial greenhouse, you can
quickly see that using etylene gas would be extremely uncontrollable. Think of how important it is
to have furnaces burning cleanly and efficiently. If
tent results.

they are not, ethylene

12

is

a

common

by-product of

in-

The beauty

ethephon

of

our business)

in

is

(or Florel as

that the application

is

we know

it

completely

have two geranium
plants side-by-side and spray one with Florel, the
untreated plant will not be affected at all. The plants
can be inches apart, but as long as there is no spray
localized. That

is

to say,

if

I

material to the untreated plant, it will
effects. Notice that
mention
very important: spray drift will have an
effect on plants, and care and planning must theredrift carrying

show absolutely no
drift.

This

I

is

be practiced when treating crops.
As
mentioned earlier, Florel's effect on floriculnumerous. It prevents flower initiation
and aborts already initiated flower buds. These effects are desirable on stock plants because all of the
plants photosynthates are channeled into vegetative
growth. This effect is also beneficial for rooted cuttings and recently transplanted finished crops because premature flowering can be eliminated. During
each of these production stages, hand labor is saved
because flowers and flower buds do not have to be
removed. Florel also stimulates lateral branching on
fore

I

tural crops are

all

stages of crop development from stock plants to

rooted cuttings to finished plants. Labor savings
once again are substantial. Florel also acts as a 'typical' growth regulator in inhibiting internode elongation, thereby controlling stem stretch.

^

If

you are interested

"Fountain

in

learning more about Florel's

of \outfi" potential

and how

to

harness the

fascinating effects of this plant hormone, please contact me.
I

hold workshops at

my

kndover, Massachusetts, greenhouse

range, have an entire notebook available that contains

my

Florel writings,

effects of Florel

508-683-0692.

and publish

all of

a regular newsletter on the

on floricultural crops.

I

can be reached at

The General Principals of

Biological Pest Control
Michael

STARTING

S.

Cherim

OUT

any biological pest control (BPC) program,
there exists a dramatic learning curve. And, as
in all new ventures, time should be given to learning
and understanding the concepts and idiosyncracies
surrounding it. As a rule, if you're new to BPC,
never make the transition, committing your entire
operation, all at once. It's best to make a dedicated
transition of one section at a time (5-25% of your operation perhaps, depending on its size, the crop being raised, and of course, your own tolerance). When
you feel comfortable with the control obtained in
that section and with the knowledge you've gained,
move on to another, and so on, until the entire operation is converted. When this happens, you'll not
only have bettered the environment you'll be saving some money.
In

—

LETTING NATURE HELP
As there are a lot more beneficial species of indigenous organisms than there are of pest species, pest
exclusion

is

not always

recommended.

It

is,

in

many

cases, to your advantage to get rid of the screens
isolating your greenhouse from the rest of the worid.
As you know, the pests still get inside anyway, but
the good bugs usually don't. The beneficial species,
of which there are hundreds indigenous to your area,
usually have plenty of food sources outside, so it is
there that they stay. Natural control of pests is the
most effective there is, and when you have a greenhouse which is open, as well as one with a less toxic
microenvironment, the good bugs will be eager to
come in and lend a hand. Additionally, the intro-

THE TOOLS
When using

predators and parasites,
best not to use chemical pestimean that your
hands are tied, though. After all,
you have several non-chemica
weapons, which work well with the
various organisms, at your disposal.
Such weapons include, but are not
limited to, traps (including "trap"or- "catch-crops" and items such as
sticky traps), lures (for both good
and bad bugs), barriers (environmental, cultural and
physical), bacteria, microbes, pathogens, insecticidal
soap and horticultural oil (if carefully applied), vacuuming (good for whitefly adults), and even handpicking (while not practical on the large scale, can
be accomplished on the small scale when monitoring
or scouting. After all, any pest you kill is a pest
which will cause no further damage or bear young).
it is

cides. This doesn't

will stay longer, work harder
andestablish themselves more readily. This results in
fewer introductions of purchased beneficial species,
especially in the summer months, thus extending a
notable savings.

duced BPC agents

THE HOW TO
far the best way to use BPC agents, as a general
make repeated introductions of limited
quantities rather than hitting the area with massive
quantities in a onetime inoculation. Repeated re-

By

rule, is to

TOOL.. .BEING IN THE KNOW
You should become familiar with the identification of
bugs, good as well as bad. This is necessary when
monitoring. Getting a good hand lens, a IOx-30x, is
also highly recommended. You should also become
familiar with the life cycles of the bugs. The more
knowledge you have of your friends and foes, the
better able you'll be to cope with your situation. A
detailed identification guide especially one that
covers BPC agents (beneficial insects) in great
detail
is highly recommended. Your local university
library or BPC agent supplier should be able to help
you locate such a publication.

ANOTHER

—

—

lUNETlULY 1994

leases will result in a generational overlap. In other
words, you'll always have beneficials in various life
forms, some of which will be the form which is useful
to the agribusiness.

It

is

also

k[qh\\i

recommended

to

soon as possible after pests are noticed, or in
many cases, to act preventively. Normally, a BPC
agent supplier or insectary will require a certain
amount of lead time prior to shipping your order. In
act as

most cases,

a

week's notice

Confmuerf on wex( paae

is

necessary.

BIOLOGICAL PEST CONTROL

to see some beneficials, negative reactions
can usually be countered by hanging a sign stating that
"Beneficial Insects" are in use. This sign definitely has a
more positive effect than the old skull-and-cross-bones.

do happen

Continued from page 13

KNOWING WHAT TO EXPECT
sit in one
making a home for themMost are nomadic, laying

Unlike pestiferous species, beneficials do not
spot, sucking plant juices and
selves. Beneficials like to roam.

Most customers

will

be pleased

to

know

that they might

be taking some beneficials home with their purchase. You
may also want to retail some popular beneficials yourself.
Some popular choices are ladybug beetles, praying mantis

eggs, etc where the pests are. Beneficials will actively
seek new prey and hosts This is their job. It is how they
survive. Many growers are disappointed by this because
they can't readily pinpoint their investment. Most
beneficials are very small, and this, in combination with
their active behavior, makes them very hard to find. The
best way to know that they are there is to look for the results of their activity. Their discreteness has its advantages: they won't swarm your employees or, more importantly (in a retail operation), your customers. Though most
of your customers will have a basic understanding of
beneficials. many do not like to see bugs, period. If they

egg cases (which have esthetic appeal but aren't very useful as BPC agents) and parasitic nematodes. All of these
beneficials can be stored in a refrigerator. If this sounds
like something you would like to offer your customers,
contact your local BPC agent supplier/wholesaler.

^

—

The doctor is in Michael S. Cfierim is the owner of The
Green Spot. Department of Eio-\ngenuity, 93 Priest Road,

NH 03825. He
and commercial clients.

Barrington,
retail

For a
8925.

free catalog or

39

offers

He

BPC

agent species

"Learning today

is

to

also a wholesaler.

is

(603) 942easier than catching up tomorrow."

telephone consultation,

call

The More You Qdw, The More You Know.
,^^^nrth
A ^^l"^
PH^t iVM./3C;/_y,
^iJf^PKV
Ul lIlf^UAI.
C^

We've
:'ve been in this business a long lime.
ume. We know our
customer's
ustomer's needs and demands. It dosen't
do^nt make a difference of the
time of year or the size of the project. Northeast Nursery covers it f
all. With the widest selection in wholesale plant materials and
landscape supplies in all of New England it's no wonder many
consider Northeast Nursery the best One-Stop shopping for all
your landscape and green supplies.

Jtir
lUL.

,

^]
^^

Supplying Fine Plant Material

TiA Newbury

&

Landscape Supplies

Street, Rt.

Peabody,
Tel. (508)

535-6550

1

South

MA 01960

Fax (508) 535-5247

PERENNIAL HERBS WILDFLOWERS
80 Varieties in 6-cell packs
UPS Shipping Available
-

-

^HOLESAU
Annuals bedding
Plants (6 cell packs)
Zonal Geraniums-4^ pot
Hardy Mums in season
SViqt.pan

Price List Available

ROUTE

'

101

P.O. Box 26
Dublin^ N.H.
603-56^-8180

PRUNERS

LADDERS

SPRAYERS

Perenials
available in
2qt.

-

3qt.

-

4qt.

and 6qt. pots

FORKLIFTS

PUMPS

P.O. BOX 540
CONWAY, MA 01341

ROUTE 116,

413-369-4335

For Friendly, Courteous,

CALL US AT

HOSE

1-800-634-5557

TANKS

REELS

Efficent, Technical Service

FOR INFORMATION AND CATALOGS

MOWERS

SAFETY EQUIPMENT

AGNOSTIC UPDATE
can usually

tell

when spring has

I arrived (or at least is on its way)
by the increase in the number of
samples arriving the Plant Diagnostic Lab, and this year is no excepThe number of samples
doubled during April and early
May. Although there were numerous conifer and broad-leaf evergreen samples, the majority were
from greenhouse crops. The problems diagnosed on greenhouse
tion.

crops were primarily edema on ivy
geranium, botrytis pythuim, and
three cases of bacterial blight of
geraniums. Thanks to the whims of
Mother Nature, weather conditions
during January-March were very
conducive to development of
edema. In several cases, the severity of the edema was such that the
leaves shriveled and died. BACTERIAL BLIGHT in this years geranium crop has been confirmed by
diagnostic labs throughout most of
the northeast. In greenhouses, the

most common symptom is wilting
one or more leaves even though

of

the soil

is

moist. Leaf spotting,

al-

though less common that wilt, may
occur if severely infected plants
are present nearby. Leaf spot develops
when
the
bacteriums
splashed from one plant onto another or drips from hanging baskets
onto plants below. Leaf spotting is
usually accompanied by yellowing,
often

in

a

V-shaped pattern. The

edema

or nutrient imbalances. If
bacterial blight is suspected, a
laboratory diagnosis is necessary to
confirm the presence of the bacterium. If confirmed, strict measures
are needed to reduce potential
crop loss. Plants cannot be cured
or protected by pesticide sprays or
drenches. Therefore:
Infected plants should be

1.

destroyed and
be reused

soil

should not

2.

Suspicious plants should be

3.

Tools, pots,

isolated
flats,

tops, should

be

and bench

sterilized with

10% bleach.

Many

conifers

damage caused by salt injury
roadside planting, many hem-

usual

locks

are

showing symptoms

of

desiccation caused by the combination of the extremely cold temperatures and dry winds of this
past winter. Last summer's drought
also stressed many trees that were
accustomed to growing in relatively

wet

sites.

Trees less that

six feet

that have turned completely brown
will probably not survive. However,

wait a few more weeks to evaluate
their condition before you replace
or
for

remove them.
)une and July are
plant diseases.

BROWN

and LEAF SPOTS on turf (water in
the morning and avoid excessive

On ivy geraniums, the
are easily confused with

nitrogen). Lilac shoots infected with
bacterial blight should be pruned

ivy

zonal types.

symptoms

up

time

of

mulch

bark

tomers (as well as yourselves) that
proper planting (depth and spacing) and cultural techniques (sanitation and mulching) go a long way
toward preventing plant problems.
If

you wish

the

PDDL

to

submit plant material

for diagnosis,

•

Diagnostic Lab, Nesmith Hall,

Durham,

NH

time).

office).

There

Cheryl Smith

Telephone 413- 863-2510

lUNE/lULY 1994

MA 01376

S

is

the

no

fee

[at this

UNH

Plant Health, and can be reached at

(603) 862-3841. »»

tewart^

NENA

is

Cooperative Extension Specialist in

quality plants

Millers Falls Road. Turners Falls.

UNH,

(available from your county Cooperative

Extension

Write for catalog

Member: MNA.

to-.

03824. Samples should

EVERGREENS • SHRUBS

150 acres of

to

send sample

Dr. Cheryl Smith, Plant Disease

WHOLESALE
NURSERY
TREES

this

at

SLIME MOLD (simply rake or
shovel them up. or wait and they'll
either blow
away during dry
weather or wash away during the
next good rain). Remind your cusyear..

be accompanied by an identification form

months
Watch for
PATCH, PYTHIUM BLIGHT,
'big'

geranium are not
as obvious as those on seed and

symptoms on

interesting 'disease' often shows

on

and broad-leaf ev-

ergreens took a beating this winter,
particularly hemlocks. Besides the
to

during dry conditions. FIRE BLIGHT
infected shoots (strikes') on crab
apples, hawthorn, cotoneaster, or
mountain ash should be pruned
during dry conditions (sterilize
tools between each cut). Watch for
the leaf spots or dieback associated with DOGWOOD ANTHRACNOSE and prune any severely infected or dying twigs and branches.
The severity of LEAF SPOTS and
POWDERY MILDEWS can be reduced through the use of sanitation
measures plus cultural techniques
that increase air circulation. One

NURSERY, Inc

"Helping You To

Grow"

SUPPLY

B.E.

i^- GREENHOUSE SUPPLIES
Hemlock Rd.

— .^

,

l'^\

\

*

& EQUIPMENT

Langdon
Mailing Address: P.O. Box
Charlestown, New Hampshire 03603
-

Nu-Form Products

•

Restricted Pesticides

-Fertilizers
•

•

•

Pre-filled Flats &. Pots

Kord Products
Form &. Plasti Vac
Hyde Park &. Sunshine Soils

Distributors for Plasti

Distributors for

603-835-6930
fax: 603-835-2180

Poinsettia Pest
ALAN
UNH

Management

EATON

Cooperative Extension

UNH

Cooperative Extension ran a pilot poinsetIPM program in 1993. Since we were trying
out (and
was learning myselfl, we did not offer
tia

it

T.

1

method

of

program delivery

the program to

ested managers.

looked

tion,

all interested growers. Instead, we
for experienced growers who were close to
the university, kept good records, and were interested. We decided on two locations. Newton Green-

houses included roughly 8000 square feet for poinsettias and produced cuttings on the site. Pleasant
View Gardens devoted roughly 26,000 square feet to
poinsettias and brought in cuttings. From the time
of cutting arrival until December 1, the two sites
were visited weekly. We used sticky cards, examined
plants, and kept records of pesticide applications.
Extension workers performed the scouting and discussed the results and recommendations every week
with the managers. By the end of the season, it was
clear that NH poinsettia producers could benefit
from such a program.
As this issue of The Plantsman goes to press, it is
unclear what the funding picture will be for fiscal
year 1995 (Oct. 1, 1994 to Sept. 30. 1995). If sufficient funding is available. Extension will offer a full
IPM program for the 1994 crop, patterned after the
pilot
APRIL

program.
/MAY

1994

If

funds are

tight,

some

alternate

be used, possibly

will

involving grower meetings, scouting demonstrations,
identification clinics and/or regular visits to inter-

some kind

Irrespective of the funding situa-

of poinsettia

IPM program

will

be

of-

fered this coming season.
Wfiflt follows

management

an overview

is

of whitefly

of the

important points

in

problems that we learned as a result

By following these steps, you may
be able to improve the way you handle whitefly
problems, and possibly save money at the same

of the pilot program.

time. Following the program, the growers with

we worked were able
most entirely

to

Visits to several other

that

this.

al-

greenhouses convinced us

many New Hampshire growers

achieving

whom

produce crops that were

free of whiteflies at the time of sale.

are

far

from

Whiteflies are the most serious of the

pest problems poinsettia growers face. Time does
not allow for the coverage of all pest problems in
this article (and

still

meet press

deadline!), so

1

will

concentrate on this one.

CLEAN STARTUP/KEEP

IT CLEAN. This is the best
dealing with whiteflies. It is particularly
true with poinsettias because 1) late cleanup of

approach

in

17

-J*-

problems is very difficult and 2) the crop becomes
very sensitive to pesticide applications after the
bracts color up. Spraying after bract coloring might
control the pests, but injure the crop and severely reduce

Never allow the plants
is to keep them

its salability.

heavily infested. The idea

to

become

clean.

T*r

Jnspect

all

plants and cuttings immediately upon

This will allow you to reject those that are infested, before they spread. Upon arrival, place them

arrival.

"quarantine" area

in a

— one

removed from your other

plants, so they are protected while you examine the
new arrivals. Many cuttings arrive with low numbers
of whiteflies.
A few shipments are badly infested.

COMPLETELY ELIMINATE UNDER-BENCH WEEDS. Probably few shipments are completely clean. Take the
Plants that grow under the benches are not hit by
time to examine the undersides of leaves, preferably
pesticide applications, so they serve as refuges for with a magnifying glass or hand lens. An hour or two
aphids, whiteflies and other insects.
now could save much time later,
From this spot, the insects can keep
and avoid costly problems. If rethe growers
reinfesting your crop. Out of sight,
jecting the shipment is a difficult
out of mind!
option, at least you can treat the
with

ELIMINATE VEGETATION GROWING WITHIN FIVE FEET OF THE
GREENHOUSE EXTERIOR. You may
wish to use mulch or gravel to keep
plants from growing in this area.

them are

sects that live on

If

incoming material with an appropriate pesticide before the problem

were able to produce crops

In-

in

free of whiteflies

elimination

not appropriate, keeping the vegetation low may help. Do not mow
is

at the time of sale.

vegetation near the vents when fans
are on and air is being sucked in.

CONSIDER SCREENING ALL VENTS.
sticky cards last year strongly

Data from
demonstrate how many

insects are sucked into the greenhouse during ventila-

When venting stopped, the number of insects
on the cards dropped sharply. This drop also occurred after the first good frost. Covering vents with
fine screening (400 holes per square inch) will prevent
virtually all insects from getting through. You may
have to increase your fan size to compensate for reduced air flow or build frames around the vents to increase the screened area.
tion.

DISCOURAGE WORKERS FROM WEARING YELLOW
OR YELLOW-GREEN CLOTHING. Winged stages of
aphids and whiteflies are strongly attracted to these
colors. Wearing such clothing can cause workers to inadvertently carry insects from one section to another.

Renters Oiarben (£,m\et Jnc.

spreads.

"PET" PLANTS. Plants that stay
the greenhouse year after year
(your favorite potted orange tree,
for example) may serve as refuges
for thrips, whiteflies, aphids, fungus
gnats, or other pests.
Removing
them from the poinsettia house will
insure they won't spread pests to
your poinsettias.

that were almost entirely

easily

sucked into the greenhouse through
vents and doorways

whom we worked

MONITORING WHITEFLY POPULATIONS

Nursery
Craft

We

&

• Greenhouses
Christmas Shop

Support The Plantsman

VALU-

Regular checking will allow you to maximize
the effectiveness of insecticides applied for whitefly.
You can tell when and where treatments are needed,
determine if sprays have been effective, aiid tell when
treatments are not needed. The most effective program includes both sticky cards and plant inspections.
Yellow sticky cards are commercially available and

We

them on bamboo stakes. As the
cards just above the canopy.
Yellow sticky cards only tell us where adults are (and
therefore where to expect egg laying). We followed
easy to use.
plants grew,

set

we kept the

(adults!) whiteflies, aphids, shore flies, fungus gnats

One card for no more than
1000 square feet of production area is recommended.

and thrips with the cards.

We checked
more

weekly, but more frequent checking

helpful.

Since 1890

at^c/u'm

allyourneeds:

656 South Mammoth Road (Rte. 28A)
Manchester, Nfl 03109-5049
(603) 625-8298 • Fax (603) 622-4073

IS

ABLE.

P.O.

Box 160. King <y Prussia. PA IS
(Z1S)26S-4200

SCOTT A. STEWART
.MA 01864
Ptwna: 306-664-0006
nUC 506-664-4076

is

%i-

m PLANT INSPECTIONS CAN HELP. Plant inspections
took more time than stici<y card counts, but gave us
important information. We learned what benches were
hotspots, so that control efforts could be concentrated
there. IVlost hotspots tended to stay hot over the season, while large sections of bench area were free of
whiteflies. We learned that it can be very effective to
spot-treat. Without plant examinations, we would have
wasted treatments where they were not needed.
Plant examinations also told us what stages the whiteflies were in. We know that the
adults and young larvae are easiest
to control; the eggs and pupae are
the most difficult. Knowing what
stages were present allowed us to

^**''

the undersides of the leaves was critical when spraying was done. Although adults are sometimes found
elsewhere, all other stages are exclusively found on
leaf undersides. On one occasion, the manager intentionally selected a pesticide that gave easy-to-see
white deposits, so that we could better evaluate coverage. We also tried water-sensitive paper (turns blue
where touched by droplets) attached to leaf undersides, to help us see if we were getting good coverage. It worked well if the strips were placed just before spraying and evaluated just after spraying. If watering took place
fl'**

before the strips could be examined, they just turned solid blue!
Controls were not limited to

^"i"
^^.^

select the most effective control op-

1,^

just spraying. In a few cases, a very

^^

where
and when adults would appear. On

most serious

several occasions, plant inspections
proved that an influx of adult whiteflies seen on that week's sticky
cards had actually come from nearby
plants, not the poinsettias.

pest problems

leaves
were
few
well-infested
threatening otherwise uninfested
benches. Removal of those infested
(lower) leaves improved the appearance of the plants and eliminated the whiteflies, too.

tions, as well as anticipate

PUTTING

FLAGGING INFESTED SPOTS
CAN HELP. We learned how effective

treatments had been by mark-

poinsettia growers face.

is

^^^^_^

all

same

leaves,

we could

tell

if

By

sprays

had done their job. If they had not, the pattern of
coverage and the records of rate and past choices of
materials helped us determine if the problem was
caused by poor coverage, too low a rate, or perhaps
resistance.

MARK THE BENCHES/BAYS WITH IDENTIFYING
NUMBERS. We made maps of the greenhouses and
bench numbers, so that managers could identify which
benches or areas were hotspots, from the data sheets.
Anyone looking at the data could then figure out what
was going on, not just the person(s) doing the
scouting.

SPRAYS MUST BE DIRECTED AT THE LEAF UNDERSIDES.

It

was

clear that getting

good coverage

to

challenge

is

to

your management of whiteflies.
hope you already use some! The
together a program of practices that
your silualion. For some, this means

help you in
getting better coverage. For others, monitoring is the
principal need. In some situations, it is clear that
preventative measures (starting clean, staying clean)
are of key importance. My experiences with sprays on
fruit and vegetable crops indicate that growers are
very quick to assume that poor control means the
will

pesticide was ineffective. In fact, most of the time
poor coverage, calibration or poor timing are the reasons. My limited work with greenhouse pests suggests the

same

patterns.

the coming months, the Extension IPM program
management of pests in poinsettias.
Keep in touch with your County Extension
staff or me if you are interested in help.
In

will specifically target

Dr. Eaton is an Extension Specialist in Integrated Pest Management, with UNH. He can be reached at 603-862- 11 59.

^

JOSEPH GIANNINO

W. H. MILIKOWSKI, INC.

Greenhouse Plants

GREENHOUSE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT

Unrooted

•

Rooted

56 Tuscano Avenue
Revere. MA 02151
Home: 617-286-6541
Fax: 617-289-9412

Preflnlshed
Finished

PLANTS BULBS SEEDS

YOUR GREENHOUSE NEEDS

Nursery Stock

B&B

GROW verm US
Conn. 203-684-5811

Out

It

fit

75 CHESTNUT HILL, RTE 190
STAFFORD SPRINGS, CT 06076

ALL

ALL TOGETHER.

I

ing well-infested leaves with blue
flagging and checking on them the following week.

returning to the

~'^^~^^^~

IT

not necessary for you to employ
of these practices to improve

ol State

800-243-7170

Container
Bare Root

From

D. A.

Start to

Finnh

POSOCCO,

Inc.

z.
Box 250,

One

A MISUNDERSTOOD ELEMENT
Evergreen

Dr.,

Fryeburg,

Maine 04037

Phosphorus

has often been a misunderstood
element In plant nutrition. "Sufficient phosphorus
necessary for flower bud development and general
flowering," is a statement accepted as fact. The

The proof is

in
the planting.

We could

turn blue in the face

tiying to

you about the

Is

problem comes up when someone asks, "How much
Is

sufficient?"

transplants. Here's a tetter

What's developed over the last forty years Is a
theory that more phosphorus develops more buds.
Wrong!! If the plant is deficient. It will respond to an
addition of phosphorous. But there Is no correlation
between high levels of phosphorus and budding.
There is no documented evidence that supports this

idea call in your order and
prove it to yourself.
Oh, remember to ask about our

on

tell

superiority of our service

and

conifer seedlings

—

&

—

claim.

A

written warranty!

Place your order or receive
our free catalog by calling:

1-800-447-474
(or

Fax 1-207-935-2043)

-J

depending

—

f^'

^

a completely happy customer for X3 years,
no better planting stock is available anywhere and I've never dealt with any organization more
"I've been

my opinion,

devoted to customer satisfaction."

plant's nutritional requirements vary,

Its stage of growth. Keeping sufficient nutrients
available for its use will let the plant take In whatever It requires whenever it needs It. What's left wlU
leach out of the pot or move out of the available
root zone. In essence, it's wasted.
Environment is a much larger factor In bud set.
Temperature, water management, pruning or pinching, the age of the plant
all affect bud set. If you
can adjust any of these factors, you will have more
success than If you simply add phosphorus.

]im Zablocfii

-Peter MollJca

Northeast.

Christmas Trees of Vermont, Springfield, VT

Terrilorial

is

He can

Manager. The Scotts Company,

be reached at (603|

2254-5583

yj^j-^JiN^Oiir goal, quality

Our

strength, our employees"
"Designed to bring sunshine into your

Throw away

FOR A GREEhlHOUSE VEFJhITTLy

PIFFEREWr COUTACT:

that unsightly

frame
The Humbug Mini Green House

ELLIS B.SPRAGUE

life"

and inefficient cold

!

is

an attractive addition to

any yard or deck. It is constructed of lightweight aluminum
frame with clear lexon ends to provide rigid support and
comes with a greenhouse quality 6 mil polyethylene cover for
easy access to your plants.

® Allows unhindered growth
up to 24" high.
90 starter pots
® Weighs only 12 Lbs.
Dimensions are 48" L x 24' W x 24" H

® Can

be set directly on the ground,

deck, or patio.

® Accommodates

®

ORONO.

^^^
Q^

1

MA I WE

TEL: 207-866-7919
FAX: 207-866-4747

HPiRflOIS

-^ifl
Wholesale programs tailored to Fit your needs. Promotional
materials and co-operative advertising programs available.
Please call (603) 964 - 1 1 15 and ask for Michael P. Scott for

more

details or to place an order.

Don't wait for the season to pass call today.
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The Spragues

of Plainfield

Rdgewater Farm
a

maybe 13,000 years

nee,

a great dam of
Rocky

below Hartford,

Hill, just

water

to

field

form a lake that extended
to

ago,

the Connecticut River at

ice across

back enough
all

the

way

Lyme, New Hampshire.

This lake was called Lake Hitchcock.

Rivers fed by the great melting ice sheet ran into
this lake

%)egetables

winter

"On newly opened ground,
production is good," Pooh
says and the crop was heavy
Acreage
in the first years.
Pick-your-own
increased.
berries

—

in

spite of a tarnish

bug

plant
1979

infestation

— becanne

and made

deltas of gravel. \/arves,

under

distinct yearly soil deposits {clay deposited

one

of

in

ice

and coarse

turbulent waters of

silt

leafy crops can
cult time.

There are irrigation capa-

year after year.

the fields.
and the
driven pumps
carry water through underground pipe. The system's
important in preventing frost
bilities

This ancient lake stayed at the same height

3,559 yean. But one day, the

dam

at

Rocky

for

There's

Hill

river;

was breached; the surface of the lake dropped 90

A

feet.

the

more northerly lake formed behind

lower,

a new

nnain threads in the compli-

dam

ice

Scientists

at Bennington,

named

this

Vermont.

Farm.
In

When
1979,

Anne was teach-

grade
the
in
Plainfield elementary school;
Pooh was playing guitar in
local bands. ..at Edgewater,
there was "some sweet corn,

this

Walley, with

its bluffs

and

assumed the topography

Around 1830, on a varve

it

terrace in Plainfield,
built.

items. Garlic

Aw

13

of

them

in

New

a bam, a well house, and sheds were added.
Crops were grown.

Then,

one

sowings of cucumbers and
two each of zucchini and summer
squash.

Crops are rotated; land in production one year lies fallow the
This can require some flexibility because Edgewater's land is
on four levels, each with its own
next.

APRIL /MAY 1994

in

little

1974, Pooh and

grey cape and

30

Anne Sprague bought

first

first

customers

arrived....

The seven acres next to
the river probably present day
river alluvium
is the most difficult
because it's basically
to work
beach sand, in summer it retains

—

—

heat (workers barefoot on other
fields wear shoes when working

time.

is

These are the beginnings of Edgewater Farm.

soil type.

—

A farm stand on Route 12-A
the main sales outlet. A
20x17 pole shed with a 16x16
walk-in cooler built in 1984
"was a real benchmark in the
farm operation," Anne says.
Before then. Pooh sold sweet

the

acres of land. In 1975,

an acre was planted with strawberries. In 1976,
the

gourmet
grown and

—

ell,

sweet

ten in strawberries,
potatoes. Lettuce
in
(1500 plants per planting) is
sown every eight to ten days
from early April until September. There are three
corn,

in
is

arrugala, a French green with
a peppery taste. This year,
mesclun, a mix of miniature
very
but
greens pricey,
tasty, is being grown for the

a

tion,

all

pond;

perimenting

terraces,

has today.

Hampshire, a cape farmhouse was

few pumpkins..."
Today, 42 acres (15 of
them leased) are in produc-

a

he grows as "straight-forward," but there's some ex-

second barrier broke, the lake drained

unobstructed to the sea and the Connecticut River

fifth

in

PTO

damage as well.
Pooh sees the vegetables

Lake Upham.

cated weave of Edgewater

ing

and not much water;
have a diffi-

here)

deposited in the

summer) were added

corn from the back of his
pickup; "now we had a place to
sell things like basil
ers.

It

was

and cut flow-

great."

At the beginning of lune, although customers are still visiting
the greenhouses, the emphasis
shifts to the stand.

Fruit

(grapes.

NORTHERN NURSERIES
WHOLESALE HORTICULTURAL DISTRIBUTION CENTERS
VT 05001
16 Pinkham Road West, Banington, hJh 03825

U.S. Route S, White River Junction,

1

SERVING TEIE PROFESSIONAL

WITH ABOVE GROUND PLAin' MATERIAL
Distributors in the following
• Lofts

Seeds

lines:

.

Birdundcr Sprayers

,

Lebanon Turf Fertilizer

•

DeWitt Weed Barrier
Corona Hand Tools

.

Mulch

•

Earthway Spreaders

•

Nureciy

•

& Grow Hydroseeding Fiber
& Landscape Supplies

Contact:

Jim Babb, Mgr., White River Junction, VT, (802) 295-2117
Bob Avercll, Mgr., Barrington, NH, (603) 868-7172

GOOD SERVICE DEPENDABLE QUALITr- CONVENIENT LOCATION
.

CAVICCHIO
GREENHOUSES, INC
Wholesale Growers
110 Codjer Lane
MA 01 776
(508)443-7177

Sudbury,

ANNUALS

FALL PANSIES

JUMBO ANNUALS

PERENNIALS

HARDY MUMS
GROUND COVER

HOLIDAY PLANTS
CLASSIC PERENNIALS

HARDY

KALE & CABBAGE

FALL

ANNUALS

FLOWERING HANGING BASKETS

The Plantsmn
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a

MEMBER PROFILE
peaches, blueberries) and early
vegetables are bought in, but most
of the produce is from the farm itself. "Today people can buy fairly
good produce almost anywhere so
it's important
its a real selling
point that it's our own."
A list of what's needed for
each day is made by Anne and the
stand crew the night
before. Pooh and the
field crew have produce picked, washed
and at the stand by
ten the next morning
Some is brought to the
shed in plastic garbage
cans and put through a

washer

—

—

—

themselves and

New Hampshire

of

agriculture.)

Tomatoes are grown in three
(one heated, two high tunnel) of
the greenhouses. Pooh plants Buffalos or Johnnie's 109s directly into

the ground.

end

at the

The

first fruit is

ripe

is

a series

The washed produce

is

in

first.

The

pick-your-own strawberry
operation, usually from the third
week in June through the third
week of July, is now done In cooperation
with
Paul
and Nancy
Franklin's Riverview Farm
next
door.
PYO customers come to

Riverview (there's limited parking
Edgewater); people bring containers, which are weighed in by
at

Anne and Nancy and, after picking,
weighed out. Profits are divided
between the two farms.
(Cooperation has its uses
group of farm operators in the
Plainfield
area
designed
and
manned a booth "The Farms of

—

—

— at

trade show in
Hanover this spring. Displaying
photographs and products of the
a

participating operations

— various,

but all agricultural, it was manned
by volunteers from each operation,
who gave visitors samples of cider,
chocolate milk, and maple syrup.
Although there may not be a
marked increase in sales because
of their efforts, the farmers of
Plainfield made people aware of

/MAY

1994

year's cycle be-

mid-January.
Propagation is done in
in

a 16x32 polygal lean-to

attached to the south
side of a new barn
(1989)— before
that,
propagating was done
in the cellar.
A bandanna seeder used for
petunias and nicotiana;

most are seeded by
hand m Metro 360 in 288s. All are
hand watered, some on capillary

Q^reenh ouses

matting.

The

APRIL

benches (wire on hemlock
frames set on cement blocks). The
result is a series of subtle variations
the range is consistently engaging.
A fleet of red wagons is
ready for customers to
fill
they do, but they
look
around awhile

gins

the walk-in cooler.

Plainfield"

Flap,

—

of tubs.

stored

(Keith,

of

—a

stand

named

Baer) after someone associated
with their building.
Each house
has its own slightly different layout

—

of June...

system of
revolving brushes on a
conveyor
belt.
The
Spragues
are
also
proud owners of a "vintage 1935 carrot washer
that works terrific"; and
at the

sonal"), but

The

greenhouses were two pit
greenhouses (each 10x40) put up in
197a
"we grew a hanging basket
first

—

or two"....
In

Anne stopped teaching
began to concentrate on

1981,

and

greenhouse crops full time.
Now nine houses are spread
evenly across part of the second
(silt/clay; probably ancient lake
bottom) terrace; three others are
by the river. The 10-acre terrace
seems narrow a third terrace
(gravel; probably old river delta)
rises abruptly behind it and the
The
bluffs limit winter sunlight.
houses are spaced 20 feet apart to
allow easy snow removal, but the
space between them is used each
spring it's planted with flowers to
be sold at the stand.

—

—

"People come

Anne

for

says. "They'll

the afternoon,"
a couple

spend

poking around." The
encourage this sort of

hours.. .just

houses
thing

— they're

small (approximately

28x90), double-poly, with wooden
ends painted red. They're not num-

bered

("that

would be too imper-

When

they're transplanted into

Sunshine
mix is used for everything. Pots
and mix are brought to each house
and the work is done right there.
Propane gas heats the houses
it's slightly more expensive than
806s,

a

half Metro/half

but the heaters seem cleaner
and easier to maintain.
All watering in the greenhouses
is done from a 2,000-gallon cement
tank installed under Baer house.
Water from the artesian well near
the house (three gallons a minute)
managed to keep this full (a float
shuts off the pump), so there was
oil,

always

a reserve.

There's another

well (12 gallons a minute)

now

at

the stand and a line comes from
that too ("so things are better").
Bare-root perennials are potted
in five-inch pots,

in

spring, they're

displayed outside, on benches are
brought into an area beside the
barn. Along with a wide range of
the expected phlox (20 varieties),
hosta (14), day lilies (10), chrysan-

—
—

themums (9) Anne and Pooh offer
some unusual as well. Their choices

—

—

'^-

tend toward the more subtle

{Arabis,

Aubriela) or old-fashioned {Lychnis

—

Garden Pink). This year those overwintered were put outside ("we
would have to try this in the coldest
winter
can remember"), but normally they're stored in one of the
greenhouses under microfilm.
Annuals offered can be unusual
Lavatera (Tree Mallow) and AmaranI

thus caudaius (Love-Lies-Bleeding) are

two examples Anne gives. "When we
first started," she recalls, "an old

woman came

to us

and asked

if

we

had petunias that smelled." We
didn't, but we started growing them
and now they're one of our most
popular offerings." Scent is a quality
she looks for and other plants both
annuals and perennials are scented

—

—

as well.

During a trip to England last fall
(They spent the entire time visiting
gardens in the Cotswolds), Anne and
Pooh were impressed with the number of people using simple hands-on
methods to grow a lot of beautiful
and unusual plants They brought
back ideas from a visit to a geranium collection there and ordered
geraniums some
various
seed:
scented,

some

zonal

—

—

fill

benches

in

John and Flap houses.

Mixed

from the Griffin Guru

to-

gether, rather than separated into
types, they reveal possibilities of
texture

and

contrast.

At the height of summer, there
eight full-time employees
weeding, picking, selling, hauling
there's a lot of that
from house to
house, from gardens to stand. Lots
of hands-on labor. The natural tendency is to simplify particularly as
Edgewater continues to expand (the
Spragues recently bought ten more
acres of land with a brook). But the
trip to the Cotswolds may inspire
them to remain somewhat funky (defined in Webster's as "earthy, pleasantly unconventional") and hands-on.
And with lots of well-grown and unare

MEASURE TWICE;
CUT ONCE

—

—

—

usual plants.
The land, its fields some in production, some fallow, and the small,
evenly-spaced structures placed

—

upon

it

have created an unusual pat-

tern of intimate enclosures

—a

gar-

den of landscaped rooms. One
hopes that as Edgewater continues
to expand, Anne and Pooh can maintain some of this unique sense of
place.

(B.P.)

Anne and Pooh are al 2 River Road
Plamf/eW— (603) 298-8391.

Improve
Plant

Growth!

Want

a watering system?

Where do
No matter which
watering

you

start?

of the various

systems would

work

best with your growing operation,

any system starts at
That

is

to say,

its

source.

starts at the

it

wa-

ter meter (heaven forbid) or your

pump and

supply tank.

A com-

plete overview of the entire sys-

tem should be done. That's
where you should be able to
count on your supplier to assist
you. Flow charts, friction loss,

and the type

of nozzle or drip-

pers determine

how you provide

the desired coverage.

It's

better

do the work-up than to omit it
and find the system doesn't perform the way you wanted It to.
to

^

in

SAVE 10%
and
August

in July

Bigger blooms
and vibrant colors
Less heat

& water stress

PAR

transmission

light

exceeding 90%

64%
means no hard shadows
Diffused light up to

25% energy savings
For great light & savings
call 508-85 1-4346.

GRIFFIN
3-YEAR INFRARED FILM
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GREENHOUSE & NURSERY SUPPUES
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BARK MULCH DIVISION
P. O.

Box

NURSERY DIVISION:

527. Route 122

P.

Poland Spring, Maine 04274

O. Box 56. Route 10

East Lempster, N.H. 03605

Jolly Farmer
SUPPLIERS
Bark Mulch

-

Hemlock

&

Mix

,

available

In

our own bark mulch now

-

2 and 3

Pine-Spruce, Cedar, Spruce-Hemlock
Also...Pine Bark

Bagged

Soils

Geraniums

bags...Hemlock,

cu.ft.

& Dark

Nuggets & Mini Nuggets.

Bark.

Bedding Plants
Potted Annuals

Hanging Baskets

& Manures - Top soii.

Potting Soil, Peat

Fall

Humus, Peat Moss,

&

Split

PoinsettlaS,..Cuttlngs. Finished

Firewood
1-800-879-2275

Telephone:

Mums

Cyclamen...Llners, Finished

Composted & Dehydrated Cow Manures.

Cut

GROWERS

Annual Plugs
Rooted Cuttings

Cedar...

by the Tractor-Trailer load.

Bagged Mulch

WHOLESALE

PRODUCTS

WHOLESALE

1-800-695-8300

Telephone:

1-603-863-3370

1-207-998-5580

FAX:

1-207-998-2006

'Integrity, quality

and reliable service

since

1-603-863-7814

1967"

HARNESS
THE SUN!!!
SUN-MATE FOR THE

90'S!
TEMPERED GLASS SKINS OR G.E. LEXAN
OR ACRYLIC PLASTIC PANEL SKINS. SINGLE TEMPERED
GLASS LEAST COSTLY AND PERMANENT.
TEMPERED GLASS ARCH RE-SKIN A SPECIALTY
See our tempered glass re-skin at UNH.
We were chosen for high light, low maintenance, and permanent performance re-slcin.
1, 2,

G.E.

3

SINGLE TEMPERED GLASS

LEXAN AND ACRYUC

LOWEST COST AND

PLASTIC PANELS

NEW OR RENEW.

10

PERMANENT!! ADD 2ND

YEAR

0R3RDSKINLATERII

WARRANTY BY MFGR.
Lexan Re-skin packages

TIGGYBACK" Re-skin

for old

instructions,

and plans for easy

installation or labor installed.

Area Code 31
935-2111

NEW

package easy to

THIS

IS

3

install

with plans

instructions or labor installed.
THE HEART OF SUN-MATE &

WINANDY GREENHOUSE COMPANY INC

.

No. 4,658,339

2211 Peacock Road, Richmond, Indiana 47374

SUN -MATE TEMPERED GLASS "LOW SNOW" GREENHOUSES
FROM $3.00 SO FT.
EASY TO ERECT AND LIVE WITHI COMPLETE PREFAB. AND INSTRUCTIONS
YOU CAN RE-SKIN OR ERECT WITH INEXPERIENCED LABOR AND "SAVE'lll

SUN-MATE RE-SKIN AND REPLACEMENT VENTS LESS INVESTMENT THAN
APRIL /MAY 1994

1, 2,

tempered glass skins on old alum,
glass greenhouses. Prefabricated

glass or plastic re-skin, prefabbed,

RENEW
WOOD

WINDING BROOK TURF FARM, """^
FT III

240 Gritwold Rd
Wtlhersfteld.

Keruubunk.

Cr 06109

ME 04043

QUALITY BLUEGRASS

/ .r

BLUEGRASS - FESCUE BLENDS

LOW MAINTENANCE BLENDS
PENNCROSS BENTGRASS

l„ 0-203-529-6869
Distributor For:

Outside

tfti
•^v^~

A

•

cr I -800-243-0232

C® "IDEAL

RED HEMLOCK
DOESN'T GET MULCH
BETTER THAN THIS
Morse

Bros,

is

offering very special pricing on
Baric Muicii from Maine

our guaranteed Hemiocic

^18" *15B^^*14
Prize

Hemlock

Deluxe
Hemlock

Burgundy
Hemlock

Call for Details
All prices

FOB Windham.

Effective Date:

5/23

1-800-866-4991
32 Gambo Rd., Windham, ME 04062
207-892-1400 (Fax) 207-892-3400

(Tel)

HERBS
in the landscape
TANYA JACKSON

popularity of herbs grows
grows. More people are
using them intertwined in
their per ennial borders and home
landscapes. One reason is that
herbs are more than pretty plants.
They have uses and histories to offer, as well as fragrances, textures
and subtle colors that enhance the
landscape.
A stone wall or rock-edged walk

theand

and species with subtle
differences in leaf size and shape,
flower color and flower stalk length.
For hardiness,
still find the most
success with the old English Lavender (Lavandula auguslifolia), somecultivars

i

S!

< PJ

l^E^

1

times called Lavender Vera. A border at the Urban Forestry Center is
still flowering profusely after 15
HERBAL LABYRINTH Reprinted from
years, despite being out in the
Mazes ani Labyrintfis by W.H. Matthews.
open, unmulched for the winter,
becomes a fragrant pathway when
and (to top off this abuse), transplanted with mint-scented English Pennyroyal or planted from one place to another at 10 years of age!
apple-scented Chamomile, and the crisply fragrant It will grow in Zone 4 in protected places.
Oregano Thyme (Thymus pulegoides 'Oregano. sometimes
Russian Sage (Perovskia atriplycifolia) is outstanding in
called T. nummularis). Wooly Thyme will literally flow
the landscape. It forms a feathery mass of silver
over the timbers at the top of a retaining wall, providbranches to three feet tall throughout the year, with
ing a fragrant bench for sitting. Other low-growing
clouds of tiny blue flowers from July to September. It
thymes such as T. herbarona 'Nutmeg', Molher of Thyme cv is spectacular when combined with spikes of Foxglove
Fosterflower' (named after herbal author Gertrude Fos(Digitalis), and Clary Sage or Silver Sage (Salvia sclarea
ter), and Mother of Thyme "White Magic' creep along the
and S. argentea). Clary Sage is an under-used biennial
edges of flagstones and bricks, scenting with every that can be quite beautiful when it displays its tall
step.
silvery pink sprays of blossoms. Silver Sage performs
Two herbs would like to see more of in the land- with silver white sprays 2-3 feet tall rising from a thick
scape are the alpine version of Lady's Mantle, and the
rosette of silver hairy leaves.
dwarf variety. Petite and neat, they are slower to
Other than white, there is not a more restful color
spread than the large variety, kkhemilla vulgaris, and do
for the garden than sky blue. Blue Flax (Linum perenne)
not flop over when they mature. When they are more
in large masses is spectacular. The secret here is to
readily available and the cost comes down,
think we
plant large masses and let the seeds drop, providing
will see them used more often as ground covers and
larger masses, or "wandering color" throughout the
in rock gardens. They seem to have no insect probgarden. The blooming period is long, though each tiny
lems and flower with delicate sprays of chartreuse for flower only lasts from early morning until noon, the
a long period of time.
plants blossom for weeks. Masses of the fine textured
Another nice herb for walls and walk edges is Winfeathery foliage are also attractive when the seed
ter Savory, Satureja montana. it can take poorer soils,
heads appear.
has a neat appearance with slick green shiny leaves
Southernwood (Artemisia arbrotanum) in a variety
that remain nearly evergreen. It likes to cascade over
known as Tangerine' is tall, feathery, and fragrant as
walls or will provide a fine accent in ornamental garan accent in a large herb or perennial garden or near
dens of small conifers and broadleaf evergreens. Ger- an entrance where brushing against it releases its
mander {Teucrium chamaedrys) is similar, a good accent fruity scent. This plant roots easily from layering on
herb as well, but without much fragrance. Winter Sathe ground or from cuttings and really should be used
vory flowers in pink and Germander in yellow. Both
more in the landscape. It can be pruned and easily
are excellent for rock gardens.
kept to a desired size.
Lavender is one of the best known of herbs beOther tall accent herbs not used often are lovage
cause of its perfume quality fragrance that lasts for
(Levisticum officinale), discussed in last fall's issue, and
years in the harvested flower stems. There are many
Angelica (Angelica archangelica), also in a striking purple
1

I

APRIL

/MAY

1994

27

am looking for this one, for
accenting a water garden in Ohio, with lovage
it was spectacular! Angelica can
get to 7 feet tall, and reseeds itself if the soil around
it is moist and friable. Fennel {Foenkulum vulgare] and
Bronze fennel (F.v. 'Rubrum' are also excellent accents.
When they are in bloom, the anise scent attracts from
variety, A. atropurpurea.

saw

I

1

Souths

it

as a green backdrop,

quite a distance.

Meadow Rue

{ThaUklrum glaucum) and Meadowsweet
good herbal screening plants.

{Filipendula ulmaria] are

There are also a number of new Yarrow varieties
{Achillia spp] to add to this list. 'Coronation Gold' and
'Moonlight' are well known, but new ones include
shades of pink, as well as apricot, peach and pale yellow. All resemble the white yarrow we find growing in
the fields. Screening plants, to be effective, should
grow to more than 3 feet and be planted in masses.
These types of plants make a good transition from
garden to shrubs and trees or as a gradual move to
meadowland, where herbs such as Yarrow, Queen
Anne's Lace, Goldenrod, and joe Pye Weed grow natuhave often thought that if joe Pye Weed
rally.
{Eupatorium dubium) had a different name (excluding
'weed') it would be in many more gardens. It is
named for an Indian medicine man of New England
and has an interesting medicinal history. have had it
in my garden for years and it is beautiful and well beI

I

haved, with handsome foliage, especially when young,
and frothy pink flowers that are good as cut flowers
and for drying. Last year did see it for sale in a Seawas impressed.
coast nursery and

^Xortfi.

I

I

Some gardeners

dislike Lemon Balm {Melissa
weedy. But it can be a favorite
when located carefully. have one near a gate and
when the gate swings open and bruises the plant the
lemon scent is superb and refreshing. Also refreshing
is a few crushed sprigs of lemon balm added to a tall
lemonade or iced tea on a hot summer day. The trick
with this herb, as with many, is not to let it go to
seed if one does not wish little seedlings scattered
about. Simply deadhead it before seed is set and
officinalis],

calling

it

1

sown.
the lemon scents. Lemon Verbena [Moysia
triphylla) is probably tops. Not winter hardy in New
Hampshire, this plant deserves a place in a large tub
planting. It can get to 2 feet tall in one season, perhaps even make a few tiny blossoms, and its fragrance
and crisp light green leaves are well worth the extra
trouble. Encourage gardeners to save the branches in
the fall for a perfume that will please them for years,
when added to a potpourri or simply saved in a basket or decorative jar and crushed in the fingers occa-

Among

The leaves also make a delightful tea.
These are just some of the herbs that can be used
in the landscape.
As gardeners discover that, alongside their usefulness and fascinating history, herbs
have a special beauty that can enhance a variety of
situations, they will want to grow more and more of

sionally.

them.

^

Tanya

]ackson

is

a well-known area herbalist.

She can be reached

at

A GARDEN PLAN. This plan originally appeared
In A New Orchard and Garden by William Lawson.
published

Garden

In

In 1618. (Reprinted from The formal
England by Reginald Broomfleld.)

B.

these squares must be set with trees; the
gardens and other ornaments must stand In
spaces betwixt the trees and in the borders
and fences.
Trees 20 yards asunder.

C.

Garden knot.

A.

D.

All

Kitchen garden.

E.

Bridge.

F.

Conduit.

G.

Stalres.

H.

Walkers set with great wood thlcke.
Walkes set with great wood round about your

1.

orchard.

The out-fence.
The out-fence with stone fruit.
M. Mount. To force earth for a mount or such
like, set It round with quick, and lay boughs
K.
L.

of trees strangely Intermingled, tops inward,

with the earth
N.

Still-house.

O.

Good standing

P.

If

In

the middle.

for

bees

if

you have an house.

the river run by your doore

mount

it

will

and under your

be pleasant.

(603) 431-6774.

The Planlsman
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Wholesalers

&

d&mm

Retailers

'Potted Plants

'Seasonal Crops

'Supplies

our 12 Greenhouses & Garden Center
Claremont Hill, Newport, New Hampshire
(603)863-1089

Visit

OPEN YEAR ROUND

AUSTRIAN

PINE, 5-8' height

Beautiful, Heavy, Connecticut Valley

Growing 500 Acres

of

New

Nursery Grown.

England's Finest Trees & Shrubs

9tillane 9Iursenes,%c.
604 MAIN STREET,

CROMWELL CONNECTICUT

06416

/

PHONE

(203) 635-5500

/

FAX

(203) 635-3685

ASSOCIATION OFFICERS

Summer Meeting

President

BOB DEMERS.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

|R.

Demers Nursery & Garden Center
656 South Mammoth Road
Manchester, NH 03103

A DOUBLE HEADER BY THE LAKES
17

625-8298
Secretatrij I Treasurev

CHRISTOPHER ROBARCE
UNH/TSAS
Horticultural Facilities

Manager

Durham, NH 03824
862-1074

ANDREA CAPRON

/

^r

Box 332
Center Ossipee. NH 03814
539-6030
a

t's

header

double

this

the

cost

wood

year.

Ihe 1994 New Hamp-

is

ful

Ledgeof

such

...things

shire Plant Growers' As-

ike roll-

be the
guests of Ed Person
at Ledgeview Farm,
Moultonboro and Bill
Stocknnan at Spider
Web Gardens in Center Tuftonboro
Ledgewood grows
bedding plants and
vegetables and builds
a range (nine sizes
now! of hoop houses

up sides on the
greenhouses, flood
benches (at a dollar

The years bedding

other plants), a

socialion will

per square foot rather

than five), rolling
benches, germination

chambers, stack bas(the
ket
holders
space they take up
makes a profit while
allowing more sunght to reach your

plant business will be over, but
the vegetables will be in full swing,
so there's plenty to see. But Ed's

emphasis

will

be on the technical

—

operation of the place not necessarily the newest machine
but inexpensive alternatives an owner
can do himself. And at a quarter of

—

—

continued on page

NH PLANT GROWERS ASSOCIATION
The Plantsman Editor
UNH Research Greenhouses
Durham, NH 03824

Squamscott Road

Stratham, NH 03885
778-3912

HENRY HUNTINGTON
Pleasant View Gardens

RFD#3, PO Box 3701
Pittsfield,

I

NH 03263

435-8361

BEN SHAMBAUGH
Wayside Farm
North Sandwich,

NH 03259

284-6886

PETER VAN BERKUM
4 lames Road

NH 03037
463-7663

Deerfield.

Little

Machinery automatic plug seeder
(for those who may not want to
buy in plugs). None of this sounds
spectacular it isn't: spectacular's
usually expensive
but small things
add up. And when you can do
them yourself, they add up even
more.

—

TAMMV HATHAWAY
61

things.

ROGER WARREN
Box 318
NH 03770

Meriden,

469-3226

(HI;

448-61 10 (W|

RICHARD ZOERB
Gloeckner

& Company.

Inc.

72 Hawkstead Hollow

Nashua, NH 03063
886-8665
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